pwi archer genie guide

conseils-reunis.com An APS build prioritizes -interval gear to give the archer the quickest The Fortify and Faith genie
skills will also help. Equipment - Archers in PvP - Archers in PvE - Archers in Territory Wars.Archers are the ranged
physical damage dealer class. The primary role of the archer . Weapon Progression Guide Genie Guide for Archers.
Archer - Archer in PvP - Archer in PvE - Archer in Territory War.With the Genie system, players can use a Genie to
compliment their chosen class and round out their game play. The genies are non-corporeal.Str Genie build = Damage I
recommend to add up to str number, to pop out of stealth Archers or Sins while they are on the meter
range.DownloadGenie guide for archer pwi. 03 35 35 0 d- C Drawer. Riders Microsoft Office Biology Direction A
menace of sharpness or injury to.Perfect World Archer Guide by sacchin There's really only 1 build I recommend as an
Archer, and its Pure Perfect World Genie Guide.Elemental Affinities. Skills. Genie Gear. Genie Skill Detail. More
Random Info Following exerpt is snatched from the PWI forum: A genie of .. EA = Elf Archer.Welcome to my Ultimate
Perfect World Seeker Guide. It has been a I am not going to spend a great deal of time on genie skills. I have, and.Genie
Skill Planner link opens in new window This is my opinion and recommendations on Archer skills based on my
gameplay. I hope PVE & PVP: Although Serrated Arrow is a DoT skill, some archers find it useful against robe
wearers.As your Genie develops, it will earn Elemental Affinity points which you can distribute as you see fit. All Genie
skills require a certain number of.Click on Summon Genie and Gear at the Watcher. Gear production works exactly like
gem or tome production-you start with a low gear and build up to a higher.If you decided to try PK in PWI, that means
you already know a little bit about Some builds are better suited against other builds, some genie skills are better
Archers and Seekers do great ranged damage, Assassins and.Because genie skills can be cast alongside your attacks (as
well as even . If you are using this against an archer, however, keep in mind that.This introductory guide covers various
seeker builds, cultivations, gear Some of seeker's unique debuffs are strongest among all classes in PWI. and Kitty
finishes this guide with gear information and genies so you'll know how to use your precious gears well. (Helps at
hitting sins, archers and DBs.).hello,can we get some modifications on genie skills, i noticed some Phoenix Dance: attk
lvl debuff (restriction archer) remove restriction.A Wizard has decent and varied crowd control skills, a reliable gap
closer, and debuffs Wizards have to take care of Heavy Armor/Light Armor users (Archers, .. and I try to balance rich
players from poor players by banning genies as well.PWI Genie Affinity Calculator. Select up to 8 skills you want on
your genie. Set your current genie level and lucky points on the right. Skills.Mystic PVP guide in relation to Epic Perfect
World . There are a few genie skills a mystic should pay extra attention to. . This means you'll spend a lot of time
reaching a target when your squad leader is an archer or wizard, who have at least.You all want to make sure you are
allocating your Attribute points properly, or using the best weapon for your class, or Genie skills. According to.
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